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We all know which are the only lives that matter more than anything on the planet. To the point everyone focuses on these, rather than the hundreds of millions of others who have died in civil warfare, slavery by their own people, or by jewish regimes.

"Crimes against humanity" are only crimes committed against the jews. "Blessings to humanity" are only things bestowed by the jews, or things bestowed to the jews.

People frequently listen of things in the news, about bad done to 'humanity'. Normally a jew is around the panel to tell us about it. Most of the times such 'crimes' and 'wrongdoings' only concern jews. If Gentiles are ripped off, salvaged, killed, genocided and destroyed, it doesn't matter. It never mattered really.

There shouldn't be any other movement advocating for the rights or anything. It's always, jew lives matter. Muslim lives started to 'matter' (even if the jews genocide them) only after they invaded Europe. Now they 'matter'. Why? Because the jews want them to matter so they can carry forward with their warfare and looting.

Black lives 'matter'. Even if Blacks slaughtered most people of their own than anyone else, including slavery etc. All amongst their own. Black Lives suddenly started to matter, while the profiteer Soros (who has ruined Africa by being a wall street shark) started funding them. Then "Black Lives Matter".

They will "Matter" so long they are useful to jews. Now their lives 'matter' all of a sudden. This 'matter' includes mainly attacking civilization for trivial reasons they never even researched. And don't even exist.

Asian lives don't matter. They work in Chinese factories enslaved by the Communists. To produce jewish wealth, by the billions. But these don't matter now. Who gives one flying damn about children working in factories? Who cares? They do good to jews. They sew their clothes, and work their companies. That's great and moral of them to die in factories.

What jews deem as 'moral' is moral. What they do not, or what doesn't benefit their agenda, is immoral. Here's your definition of 'morality'.

Lastly, we have "Human rights". These were interesting as long as they last. For some time, the jews are wrecking the globe into one melting pot with an average IQ of 85. All hard workers or other rights won by blood, are now sinking slowly in the melting pot. But wait, it was always a scam anyway.

Whites have no 'human rights' and their lives do not matter one inch. They need to die and be genocided. People need to hate them for trivial and unsubstantial
reasons "discovered" from some jewish university by people whose job it is to find problems that don't even exist. And shill for jews.

Other things include imaginary or possible "crimes" that have been committed x100 by all other 'peaceful races' but you know what? Who cares?

They touched a jewish fingernail and revealed them to the world. Therefore they are the 'worst'. People who butcher their own everyday are the best, lest these people are jews. White Lives don't matter: they do not coincide with the plans of the jewish oligarchy. Therefore they have to die.

Now matter how many the jews kill and destroy, even if the planet goes down and becomes a slave planet. It doesn't matter at all. It will be 'cleansing' and 'progress' and 'progression into a new peaceful era'. Where the jews will have complete and total peace with all the Goyim went extinct.

Because all in all… Jew Lives Matter. That's the only thing that matters.

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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